Disease Risk

Thatch target for
turf disease control
Golf greens currently contain surface thatch levels on
average 60% higher than is desirable for optimal turf
health and playability, according to the STRI.

Please click here
to leave us your
feedback on this
e-tech bulletin

Some parkland courses were reported with more than 25% organic matter in the top 20mm,
compared to a target of four to six percent.
Even links courses were found to have up to 12% organic matter extending down to 40mm from the
surface, with an average 7% in the top 20mm that is still 40% above the target level.
STRI agronomists warn excess organic matter retains greater moisture that leads to:

SURFACE SOFTENING

INCREASED DISEASE PRESSURE

High levels of thatch in greens surfaces pose a serious risk of earlier and more severe disease
outbreak this season:
ORGANIC MATTER PROVIDES THE IDEAL CONDITIONS FOR THE SPORES OF
MICRODOCHIUM PATCH (FUSARIUM) TO SURVIVE

AS SOON AS CONDITIONS BECOME WET - FROM RAINFALL OR EVEN DAMP DEWY
MORNINGS - THEN ATTACKS CAN BE TRIGGERED

Targeting spores in the thatch with well-timed proactive Medallion TL applications can help to:
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The aim is to limit disease pressure as early as possible.
Results have clearly shown that going into the winter with clean turf gives the greatest
chance of coming out with clean surfaces and better playing conditions in the spring.
The fludioxonil in Medallion TL is the only Contact+ active proven to target disease in the thatch and
on the leaf surface.
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The long-lasting results gives greenkeepers confidence and peace of mind that turf is safely
protected through difficult conditions.

The long-term reduction in organic matter is an important element of an Integrated Turf Management
(ITM) approach. In practice, many greenkeepers are constrained by:
• Budget costs of remedial measures
• Interruption in play that affecting playability and club revenue
• Increased risk of turf stress triggering disease attacks

Loss of turf quality from disease attacks in the autumn has the most serious impact on playing
surface performance for golfers, with little chance of recovery for many months.
Turf loss now results in serious loss of income over the winter, and significantly increased cost of
recovery and restoration in the spring.

• Switch greens to remove dew
• Apply Medallion TL to reduce disease pressure
• Manage nutrition to avoid soft growth flush
• Be aware of high risk weather conditions
•	Use GreenCast to time fungicide treatments
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